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ABSTRACT

CP i$ sponuoeousry broken through a Higp field conionnaJly coupled to the open

Friedmann spacetime. The eflcct grows as we go toward tbe origin of tbe

ntõtiog to its equilibrium temperature.



We dedicate this paper u> our friend Jayme Tiomno and »tsh 10 continue learning

physics from him for still a long time.

1. INTRODUCTION

It was Cm pointed out by T.D. Lee*1) thai CP symmetry could be violated

spontaneously. This bat many vino« »ad one problem: the broken symmetry is usually

restored at a high enough temperatore* '. Two difficulties arise in connection with

cosmology: 1) The presence of CP BOO invariaace in the early, hot universe, is Deeded to

explain the present baryonic asymmetry"'; 2) As pointed out by ZeTdovkb et ai.*4', the

symmetry restoration favors the formation of domain walls separating regions «here a

roesonk scalar (or pseudoecalar) Geld has vacuum expectation values (VEV) of different

values. In a previous attempt' ' 10 solve, these difficulties we proposed a model for

spontaneous CP violation which used the curvature of the cosmological spacetime as.

grossly speaking, a "wrong signed mass terra" which generated a doubly degenerate

vacuum which performed the job. The moot welcome result was that DO transition between

symmetric and asymmetric phases could occur caused by the equilibrium temperature T

of the universe (assumed to be of the open Friedmann type), as the ratio T/Tc turned out

to be a constant, Tc being the critical temperature for the would-be transition. So, if the

CP violation is due to this mechanism, the fact that it is present today* ' guarantees its

existence in the past, when it was badly needed.

A problem with the model of Ref.(l) was that CP was violated through a

sponuneous violation of P , so that both P and T were broken. This allow« (or an

electric dipote moment for the neutron* ', which is severely restricted by experiments. To

avoid that we. in this paper, choose C , instead of P , to be spontaneously broken.
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The ewence of Ike model it the following: a lero mass scalar meoa 4 is coupled to

a fennkn by 4 Yukawa isteractwft, to Haetf by a A?4 term and, cooJormaUy, to the

spacetime by a t«na y j •* • To s u n with the Amplest case, take # to be real,

firidi the f jgrMpaa a

ta» «amutoos being those of Rei(9). Tbe metric is written

ds* = dti-aWdrVO-kr2) + rW+sin*«^] (2)

where k equals 1,0 or - 1 for tbe closed, Oat or open universes, respectively. Tbe

foBCtioa a(t) is the scaie (actor of the univene, also called its "radius". Tbe scalar

csroture is given by

R - - 6 I / 4 - 6 < a / a ) * - 6 k / a 2 (3)

where the dot stand« for differentiation with respect to l . Tbe action being given by

S =» id'x /^r , (4)

tbe Euler-Lagracge equation for ^ are

= 0 . (5)



Putting

<0|o(x)|0> = p (6)

«j.(5)give5. io the tree approximation* ^ '

D # - J R / + J V = 0 (7)

and p can, in principle, depend oo the time. Equation (7) then reads

} + 3<á/a)> + ( i /a + á2/»2 + l/*2)P - j V = 0 . (8)

Changing vtrítbtes to ^ and f, defined by

h - 4ât w

2 (f/a) (10)

Eq.(S) Jimplißo to

r + kf+f* = 0 (11)

where f s df/di? .

To find oat wbicb of the solution» of (11) correspond to the lowest energy, consider

the quantity

<0iT*o|0> i e(n) - - ^ ( J r J + Jkf* + Jf«] (12)

where T°» Í» the eneijy-nwmeoium tensor a«ociated to (1). TU.
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(14)

(15)

For k « O or I th» lowest pooible valM of C is t o o , so that the energy density of

tbt vftCBom is xera Also, i = 0 , that is to say, ? = 0 . Tbe ioterestinf case is k * - l

(opta uivene). The feoeral solution of (14) is, tbea.

= l - 2 B s n * | j ( l + B ) f ,[2B/(1+B))I /7 | (16)

B i (1 + 2C)1 / l

(17)

C > - \

so stands for tbe jaoobiao elliptic function called sine amplitude. Tbe lowest

solutioo corresponds to C » - j aod reads

f - * 1 (18)

<0|0{x)|0> » p » ± [ J ] i (19)

« - - r r n • (23)



So, we have the typical douMe— well structure associated to the spontaneous

breakdown of a discrete, two-valued symmetry.

Ut as take temperature now into account. Assume that tbe universe was in tbe

radiation-dominated era, so that

p - r1 (2i)

wberc c^ stands for the density of tbe dominating matter (tbe one which causa tbe

cvratare). Tbe entropy constancy leads to

tu a4 * constant (22)

and. because of (21),

so that

T « aftj

B being a constant.

Tbe energy diderence between tbe symmetric "vaccum" and tbe asymmetric ooe is

AE«*'e ( t ) . (25)

At the critical temperature T f for symmetry restoruion tbe tbermal energy just balances

this difference, so that

( 1 11/2 I



fjrw* a «wee oaaveatioaal titw— le see ReL(ll)). Therefore

T , ,
— » coBSuat , (27)

tna«Hioa ever happear either the symmetry prevails or, if broke*.

3LGP VIOLATION

TW idea* tAfOtd abov« ia * õmplt aftaatwo will BOW be and to exhibit a modd of

CF violatk» via ipontiBeoot bteakdowa of C. To avoid the wtO-koow» probkn«

ooaacctcd with the ínvarianet of the Lagraagiaa ander a phase traoslatioa of all fields' \

w% iatrodocc a aoo-henmtiaB mo-^pin field which is ekctrically neutral but has a

"dkarfe" of some other type (like, for instance, that which distinguishes K* from R*).

We write the actioe as

•r;( S « jfx&C (28)

with

r.^+^+t*» (29)

(31)

(32)



• and A bans real and dimensiontes, A > 0 . We «rill break C n.i T spoouoeouly,

» that C most be invariant under these transformations. Thii «Hi happen if #

transforms as

<3i)

(35)

The equations of moCkn far the scalar 6eU whkh are relevant for the compctatioo of its

VEVare

Among the sohrtioos of this eo/iatioD we took fMr tbote which ace of lowest energy aad

cooiplex.

Theenergy-momentmn tensor associated to £ . reads

and the energy deoälT c

e - <0|T%|0> - $ J [ § ]
(38).

Putting now

^ (3»)

<0|<Kx)|0> (40)



m

* W «D
% At »

m tat btf

[i f if • k in1* \ mf •

with

(45)

Oo the other hand, the equation of motion (36) leads 10
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|Í6)

where we have written

Fron (4*) aac easily gets

\n*+[k+?3 in»+5 in4} - • <«>
cry«

e(*T) « j g , , (50)

•effecting i As the space is homogêneo«, the minimum c will (ive ibe miaimara

cwrgf. So, w« hare to look far the « to t *» of (46) which gives, m (4t), the smallest value

for C

For k « 0 or 1 H is dear from (4f) that tbe lowest poanUe valse lor C is sen»,

aad this correpood» to f « 0 . Tbe \ X V of ç{x) vaaíshe* and ao breakdowa of

symmetry ocean. For k » - 1 , however, iaterestiag things occur. As (43) shows that the

energy density does not depend oo tbe phase of f (or f), it it enough to search among the

rr«/ soluiioas of (49). The analysts of tbe previous sectk» is tberefcxe still valid aad the

lowest poatiMe valse for C is



i l

corresponding to

|f|l « I-,? - (52)

Notice that we must have T < T r For T = T c , both f and C vanish and the
3 i

breaking disappears, justifying the use of Tc to denote — ~.

Another important feature it that T/Tc is independent of a, that is, is not

affected by the evolution of tbe universe This is, perhaps, tbe most attractive feature of

UdsmodeL

TheVEVof p is, therefore, given by

\-K

for any value of the phase 9. Tbe best choice to enhance the T-viotating terms is to take

/> as an imaginary namber. Introducing, at the same time, the eigenstates of C

(M)

which have C =» T = +1 and C =» T « - I respectively, the Lagrangian can be put in tbe

following form:
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where

(56)

3V2
(57)

(58)

Tbis Lapangian explicitdy violates C and T, as there are vertices witb even and

odd powers of Xj • I* >' dear tbat these effects cannot be made to vaoisb by an overall

redefinition of phases.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The modä for spontaneous breakdown of CP presented here has the interesting

aspect of resisting, in the broken-symmetric phase, to the high temperatures of the

universe. Actually, the breaking increases with the temperature, as a(t) then decreases.

It is therefore to be expected that large CP violation can be obtained in the early

universe notwithstanding the diminute violation observed nowadays.
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